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1. INTRODUCTION 
This is a study of systems which possess everal steady states and whose 
solutions approach the set of the steady states as time tends to infinity. One is 
especially interested in the property of mutability, which implies the ability 
of the system to execute transitions from one steady state to another. It will be 
shown that this type of behavior is secured if the system possesses some very 
simple properties of monotonicity. 
The general concept of mutability includes many cases studied before. 
Closely related to this paper are especially J. Moser's work on nonoscillating 
networks [1] and G. A. Leonov's paper [2], concerned with global asymptotic 
stability. Mutable systems have been often encountered, more or less explicitly, 
in investigating the limits of the methods of the theory of stability (see, for 
instance, J. A. Nohel and D. F. Shea [3]). 
In this paper one studies mutable systems of special structures, aiming at 
identifying systems with high mobility, whose transitions from state to state 
are sharp, fast and easily controllable. The method of study is based on a 
comparison approach (section 4) which establishes imilarities between the 
investigated system and a "model". A simple example is the system 
~' + ~ ~ h~(~) = 0 (1.1) 
~7' + ~ + h~(() = 0 (1.2) 
where 
( (2+3)p if 1p1<1 
h~(p)=ha(p)= I 2 -k3p i f  p ~ 1 (1.3) 
( - -2+3p if p • - -1  
and where 3 is a number in the interval (0, 1). There are three steady states: 
(0, 0) (a saddle point), (--2/(1 -- 3), 2/(1 -- 3)), (a stable node) and (2/(1 - 3), 
-2/(1 -- 3)) (another stable node). The phase plane method shows that every 
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orbit will approach one of these steady states and suggests procedures for 
triggering transitions between these steady states (e.g., by translating h 1 or h2). 
This example illustrates two general features of the subject: First, a mutable 
system is necessarily nonlinear. Second, mutability is, essentially, a global 
property. 
If this example is modified by introducing some delays, or more complicated 
nonlinear functions, or differential equations of higher orders, then a simple 
analysis as the one above is no longer possible. Consider, for instance, "convolu- 
tion systems" of the form 
+ g2 * h2(~) nkfl = 0 (1.4) 
-k gl * hi(() @f2 = 0 (1.5) 
where the f l ,  gl and hi, for i -= 1, 2, are given functions (suppose, for 
definiteness, that the h i are uniformly Lipschitzian, the f~ are integrable and 
uniformly continuous, the gi are bounded and the functions t ~-> tgi(t) are 
integrable, for i = 1, 2). One asks whether every bounded solution wilI approach 
the set of the constant solutions of the system. The answer is affirmative 
(Section 7) provided some conditions of monotonicity are satisfied: the hi are 
increasing (in a strict sense, as defined in Section 3) and the gi are decreasing 
(one only has to eliminate the singular case in which the absolutely continuous 
part of gl or gz vanishes; it will suffice that, on some intervals, gl and g~ have 
strictly negative derivatives). Under various upplementary conditions on the h i , 
one obtains other properties: ome estimates for the solutions and the conclusion 
that every solution is bounded. 
This is not the most general result established, but the fact that one can 
obtain so simple and easily applicable criteria for a potentially complicated 
problem is one of the main motivations of this paper. 
This relation between mutability and monotonicity parallels the well known 
connection between convexity and stability (see J. J. Levin [4], A. Halanay [5], 
J. A. Nobel and D. F. Shea [3]). 
In order to secure clear-cut transitions, it is desirable that all the characteristic 
values of the linearized system (about an arbitrary stationary solution) be real. 
(The mutable system with this property will be called "hyperbolic".) It turns 
out that this additional property is satisfied if (in addition to the conditions 
mentioned before) gl and g2 are "completely monotonic" in the sense used, 
e.g., in the theory of Laplace-Stieltjes integrals (see D. V. Widder [6]). 
In obtaining these results, one has implicitly used some methods, introduced 
recently by the author [7, 8, 9]. Other results, on related problems, were obtained 
by J. J. Levin and D. F. Shea [10, 11, 12]. See also P. Hartman [13, Ch. XIV]. 
A list of the principal symbols, concepts and results of the paper is given 
in Section 2, intended to serve as a guide and a reference while reading the 
paper. 
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2. SYMBOLS AND REFERENCE INFORMATION 
The symbols R, R n, R+ (or [0, or)) and I "l have their usual meanings. The 
symbol LI(R+) is abbreviated as L 1. The same is true for Co, L ~ and L% which 
otherwise have their usual meanings (e.g., as in W. Rudin [14]). One uses the 
abbreviations ] • [1, I " 12 and I " lo~ instead of the more usual notations ]l "111, 
]l "[]s and PI "lf~o • All these symbols are used for scalar valued functions as well 
as for vector-valued or matrix-valued functions (the specific case is clear from 
the context). I f f~  C O t~ L 1 (which obviously implies that f~L  2 n L ~) one uses 
the notation I f l  = I f ! l  + [ f l~-  
The scalar product is denoted simply by (-, '), since there is no real danger 
of confusion with intervals in R 1 or points in R s. The convolution-multiplication 
is denoted by *. The Fourier transforms--distinguished by a hat--are applied 
only to functions defined on R+ and one uses the formula ~(oJ) = I'~ e-~*xtt ~dr. JO \ J 
Symbds Implying Information about Domains and Ranges 
The letter y always denotes a vector in R% One also writes y = (yi), where 
the Yi are the components o fy  and it is understood that i ~- 1, 2,..., n. 
The letters x, z, f ,  ¢ and also ~, XT, f etc., denote functions from R+ into R% 
The letters h,/~ and h ° denote diagonal functions from R ~ into R ~, i.e. functions 
of the form h(y) ~ (hi(yi)), where the he are funetions from R into R; g denotes 
a function from R+ into R~ ×~. 
By h(x) one denotes a function from R+ into R", defined as (h(x))(t) -~ h(x(t)). 
The same is true for h(z). However, in agreement with the above conventions, 
h(y) is a vector in R% 
Fixed Symbols 
P is a nonsingular, symmetric n × n matrix; I is the identity matrix. 
By L and e one denotes two numbers--f ixed in a11 the proofs--which satisfy 
the conditions L>I  >e>0 and 1 - -nE IP [>0.  By k and K (with or 
without indices) one denotes constants. In Section 3, these constants depend 
only on P, L and ~. In Sections 4-7 these constants depend only on P, L, e and g. 
General assumptions on h: h is uniformly Lipsehitzian and strictly increasing 
(with constants L and e, as explained in Section 3); moreover h(0) = 0 (by 
performing a suitable translation, this condition can always be satisfied if the 
equation y + Ph(y) ~ 0 has at least a solution). 
Principal Equations 
(S) x + Pg • h(x) + f -~ O,f~ C O riLl: The "convolution equation" 
(Section 4) 
(M) z' @ z + Ph(z) + ~ = O, ¢ ~ C O n L 2, z(O) -- 0: The "model" 
(Section 3) 
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(st) 
(sM) 
y @ Ph(y) = 0: equation of the stationary solutions (Section 3) 
x -~ Pg .  h(x) q - f  = O, f~  C o n L 1 the "comparison system" 
z' -~ z + Ph(x) ~ 0, z(0) = 0 (Section 5) 
Principal Concepts 
"Mutable" and "strictly mutable": (a) for models (Def. 3.1) (b) for convolu- 
tion systems (Def. 4.1). 
"Regularly decreasing" (Def. 6.1). 
"Hyperbolic mutability" (Def. 8.2). 
Main Results 
"Monotonicity implies mutability" Prop. 3.2 and 3.3 and Th. 7.2. 
"Complete monotonicity implies hyperbolic mutability" Th. 8.3. 
3. MODELS 
An "n-dimensional model" has the form 
(M) z 'q -z+Ph(z )+¢ =0,  ¢~C onL  ~, z(O) =0,  t >10. 
where P is a symmetric, nonsingular n × n matrix and h is a uniformly 
Lipschitzian function from R ~ into R ~ (therefore (M) has a unique continuous 
solution z on R+). 
To the model (M) one associates the equation 
(St) y ~- Ph(y) -~ O, y ~ R ~ 
whose solutions are called "stationary solutions". Graphical interpretations are 
often informative about the solutions of (St). One assumes that the set of the 
stationary solutions is bounded and one introduces the notation 
a(h) = sup{[ y [: y -k Ph(y) ~ 0}. (3.1) 
It is assumed that h is "diagonal", i.e. h(y)= (h~(y~)) where h~: R--~ R, 
i----- 1,..., n. (The methods of this paper work however for larger classes of 
functions, at the price of some sacrifice of simplicity and briefness.) One assumes 
that "h is uniformly Lipschitzian and strictly increasing, with constants L and e", 
i.e. that [ h(y) -- h(/~)[ ~ L I Y --  J~ [, for every y, j~ c R n and that the functions 
~-+ hi(~) - -  C, i = 1 ..... n, are increasing. The matrix P and the numbers L
and e will be fixed in all the proofs. One assumes that L ~ 1 > e ~ 0 and 
1 - -ne[P [  >0.  
To  simplify some estimates, one assumes that h(O) ~ O. One can show that 
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the systems tudied are translation i variant (see Section 4 below) and the above 
condition amounts to assuming that the equation y @ Ph(y) = 0 has at least 
a solution y ~ R% 
If h(0) = 0 and if h is uniformly Lipschitzian and strictly increasing with 
constants L and e, one will say, for short, that h satisfies the "general assump- 
tions". 
In this section, the constants denoted by h or K (with or without indices) 
depend only on P, L and e. 
3.1. DEFINITION. A. The model (M) is said to be mutable if there exists 
K > 0 such that every bounded solution z of (M) approaches the set of the 
stationary solutions as t--> oo (i.e. limt_~ inf{I z(t) - -y  [: y + Ph(y) = 0} -~ 0) 
and satisfies the inequality I z Ioo ~ K(f ¢ lz + a(h)). 
B. (M) is said to be strictly mutable if it is mutable and all its solutions are 
bounded. 
One first obtains a partial property of mutability: 
3.2. PROPOSITION. If h satisfies the general assumptions, then every bounded 
solution of (M) approaches the set of the stationary solutions as t tends to infinity. 
Proof. The assumptions on h imply that h is invertible and the inverse h -1 
is again diagonal, uniformly Lipschitzian and strictly increasing, with constants 
1/E and 1/L. The same is true for the function h% defined as he(y) : --h-l(--y). 
Define W¢ and W by Wi(¢) : leo hie(p) dp and W(y) ---- Zi%1 Wi(Yi). Let z be 
a solution of (M) and let T be an arbitrary positive number. Then 
f :  (p-lz,, W(p-Iz(T)) _ W(p-l(z(O)). (3.2) he(P-lz)) dt 
Define J as J (T) = --[~ (P-lz', z) dt. Since p-1 is symmetric, 
](r) = + z(0)). (3.3) 
On the other hand, (M) implies that z = --he(P-~(z ' -}- z + ¢)). Therefore 
one can write J (T) as 
where 
](T) = A(T) + A(T) + L(T) 
]dT)  = (P-az', vi) dr, i -- 1, 2, 3, 
v 1 = hc(p-~z) 
v2 = hc(p-l(z + ¢)) -- hc(P-lz) 
7) 3 = hc(p- l ( ,g  ' -~- z -]- 4))  - -  hc (p - l (  z .dr_ 4)),  
(3.4) 
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Then J I(T) is precisely the left hand member of (3.2). Use CBS and the fact 
that h i is uniformly Lipschitzian to find k 1 such that 
, . 
Notice that (M(y) -- he(y), y -- y) >~ 1/L I Y -- Y [8 and find k S > 0 such that 
So L(T)  >~ h2 l z'l ~ dt. 
Now (3.3) and (3.4) imply that 
-- W(P-lz( T)) + W(P-lz(O)) + ½(P-lz(0), z(0)) - -  ½(P-Iz( T), z( r)), 
(3.5) 
which is the key result of the proof. I f  z is bounded, then, after completing 
the square in (3.5), one finds that z' ~L z. 
One uses now (M) repeatedly to accumulate more and more information 
about z. First, (N[) implies that z' is bounded and therefore z is uniformly 
continuous. Then (N~) shows that z' is uniformly continuous; one concludes 
that z ' - -~0 as t~ oo. Finally, since 4--~0, one finds, from (ND, that 
z + Ph(z) -~ 0 as t --~ or. Since h is continuous, the conclusion follows. 
For further needs, notice the following consequence of the proof: There 
exists k > 0 such that, if the solution z of (M) is bounded, then z' E L 2 and 
f z' l~ ~< k(I ¢ Is + ~(h)). (3.6) 
Indeed, under the general assumptions on h, one can find k a such that 
[ W(y)[ ~ h a l Y [2. Then the conclusion follows from (3.5), with z(0)-= 0 
and T -+ 0% since now one knows that z approaches the set of the stationary 
solutions as t--* oo. 
To secure mutability, one needs supplementary assumptions on h. The 
definitions imply that, if [y I > a(h), then y + Ph(y) ~A O. It  will be enough 
to strengthen somewhat this condition: 
3.3. PRoPOsITION. In addition to the general assumptions on h, suppose also 
that if I Y ] > La(h) then ] y @ Ph(y)] > e J y I. Then (M) is mutable. 
Proof. By Prop. 3.2 and by (3.6), it suffices to prove that there exist two 
constants K 1 and K S such that, if z is bounded, then I z i~ ~ 2K1 I z' ]3 + 
Ks [~ [2 + La(h). One claims that this inequality is certainly satisfied for 
Kz = 2/d/z; K2 = 2/(eKe). (3.7) 
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Suppose the contrary and find t a > 0 such that 
I z(tl)I > 2/,;11 z' 12 +/ , ;21 ¢ is + Lo(h). (3.8) 
Consider the interval ] = [tl, tl + K12]. By CBS, 
]z(t) z(tJ[ < S - I z'(~)l dr ~< (t --  t0"~ I z ' Is. 
tl 
Therefore 
t z(t)l >~ I z(h)l - I z(t) - z(q)] ~> 1 z(t,)] -- g~ ] z'  Is, in J. (3.9) 
A first consequence of (3.8) and (3.9) is that I z(t)] > L~(h) in J. Therefore 
(M) gives I z'(t)[ = f z(t) + Ph(z(t)) q- ¢( t ) />  e I z(t)l -- ¢(t)[, or 
2 I z'(t)l 2 > e2 (z(t)l ~" -- 2 [ ¢(t)lL (3.10) 
Another consequence of (3.8), (3.9) is that I z(t)[ > K 1 z' I~ + K~ ]6 l~, or 
I z(t)] 2 >/£12 I z' I~ + K2 ~ 16 ]~- Therefore (3.10) implies that 2 I z'(t)i ~ > 
e2K1 ~ I z' [~ + E~K2 z I ¢ !~ -- 2 I ¢(t)/2 in J. Integrating on ] one finds that 
2 ] i  ~'(t)l ~ dt > ~K?  J ~' f~ + ~K?K~ ~ I¢ I~ --  2 ] J ¢(t)t ~ dr. 
The left hand member is ~<2 I z' [2 whereas the right hand member (with K 1 
and Kz from (3.7)) is ~>2 I z' 12. The contradiction proves the proposition. 
The conditions on h need to be further strengthened in order to secure strict 
mutability. Given a function h and a number p > 0, define h" as ho(y) -~ (h~°(y~)), 
where 
(h,(,~) if I ~) < P 
h,o(~) = {h,(p) + e(s e -- p) if ~:/> p 
(h,(--p) + e(f -r p) if ~ < --p 
(3.11) 
I f  h satisfies the general assumptions, o does hp, with the same constants L and e. 
It will be convenient to write h ~ = h. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. In addition to the general assumptions on h, suppose that 
sup~[o.~] a(h o) < oo and that, for every p ~ [0, oo], i f  [y I > L~(ho) then 
l Y + Ph°(Y)I > ~ lY  I. Then (Nf) is strictly mutable. 
Proof. One has only to show that all the solutions of (M) are bounded. 
Suppose the contrary and choose ¢ and t 1 > 0 such that the solution z of (IVI) 
satisfies the inequality 
] z(tl)[ > K(I ¢ [~, + sup ~r(ho)) (3.12) 
oe[0,~o] 
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Take p = supteio, t) ] z(t)] and let ~ be the solution of (M) with h replaced 
by h ~. By the definition of h ~ and the uniqueness of solutions, 
~(t~) ~ z(h ). (3.13) 
On the other hand, the choice of e and the definition of h ° imply that ~ is 
bounded. Therefore, by Prop. 3.3, I z [0o ~ K([ ¢ I2 q- a(h°)) • From (3.12) and 
(3.13) it then follows that [ ~(tl) I > ] ~ [co and one obtains a contradiction. 
As an example, consider the system (1.1)-(1.2) with h i (p )~ h2(p)= 2p. 
Then it is easy to see that (I.I)-(I.2) is mutable but not strictly mutable (since 
there are unbounded solutions). In this case, h satisfies the conditions of 
Prop. 3.3 but does not satisfy the conditions of Prop. 3.4. 
4. CONVOLUTIONS SYSTEMS 
The convolution systems tudied in this paper have the form 
(s) x + Pg ,  h(x) +f  ~ O, f6  C O nL  ~, 
where 
(i) P is a symmetric and nonsingular n × n matrix (as in Section 3), 
(ii) h satisfies the general assumptions of Section 3 (with the same 
constants L and e), 
(iii) g is a diagonal and bounded function, from R+ into 19 ~×n the function ~+ , 
t ~-+ tg(t) is in L 1 and 
fo g(t) at = L (4.1) 
Notice that, except in singular cases, (4.1) is just a scaling condition: it can 
be satisfied if one replaces g by gH and h by H-lh, where H is a diagonal, 
positive definite, n × n matrix, suitably chosen. 
Under the above assumptions, (S) has a unique continuous olution x, from 
R+ into R ~ (see, e.g., R. K. Miller [15, Theorems 9.1 and 9.2, Ch. I, Th. 6.1, 
Ch. II and p. 127]). 
In the rest of this paper, the letters k and K, with or without indices, denote 
constants which depend only on P, L, E and g. 
The condition on tg(t) in (iii) above implies a property of translation- 
invariance (considered essential for the mutability of the system): Let Yo be an 
arbitrary vector in R ~ and define 3,/~ andfby ~ = x -- Yo , f~(Y) -~ h(y + Yo) + 
p-ly 0 and . [ ( t ) - - f ( t )+  P ing( r )drP - lyo .  Then one obtains the relation 
+ Pg * h(Y~) + f ~ O, similar to (S). Moreover, if the function t ~ tg(t) is 
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in L 1, thenfbelongs toL ~ (as one can see using Fubini's theorem) and therefore 
f satisfies the requirements in (S). 
Because of this property of translation-invariance, the condition h(0) ~ 0, 
adopted in the general assumptions on h, can always be satisfied ify + Ph(y) = 0 
has a solution. 
The conditions in (iii) play also a (technical) role in the proof of Lemma 6.2, 
below. 
One will freely use the basic properties of convolution (e.g., as in E. Hewitt 
and K. Stromberg [16, Theorems (21.31)-(21.33)]). 
As in Section 3, a vector y from R n is said to be a stationary solution of (S) 
iff y + Ph(y) = 0 (thus (S) and (M) have the same stationary solutions). As 
before, the set of the stationary solutions is assumed to be bounded and one 
denotes by a(h) the upper bound, as in (3.1). 
The definitions of mutability have to be slightly adjusted. To simplify the 
statements, i f f~  C O f3L 1 one writes [ f l  = ] f l l@ If]o~ • 
4.1. DEFINITION. A. (S) is said to be mutable if there exists K such that 
every bounded solution x of (S) approaches the set of the stationary solutions 
as t---> oo and satisfies the inequality l x I, <~ K( I f  l + a(h)). 
B. (S) is said to be strictly mutable if it is mutable and all its solutions are 
bounded. 
Precise conditions of mutability will be given in Section 7. For further needs, 
notice the following: 
4.2. Remark. If h has the form h(x) = ex + ho(x ) and if h 0 is bounded, 
then the corresponding continuous solution x of (S) is bounded. 
Indeed, then x satisfies the equation x + ePg ,  x =j~ where f= 
- - f  -- Pg * ho(X ). Since f is obviously bounded and since 1 -- ne I P I > 0 (by 
the choice of e) the result is easily established, using (4.1). 
5. COMPARISON SYSTEMS 
One compares a system (S), as in Section 4, with a model (M), as in Section 3, 
to find conditions under which the mutability of (M) implies the mutability 
of (S). The "comparison system" has the form 
x + Pg ,  h(x) +f  = O, 
z' + z + Ph(x) =0,  
f~ Co nL~ 
(SM) 
~(0) = o. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose that, for every bounded solution (x, z) of (SM), 
x -- z ~L 2. Suppose also that every bounded solution of (M) approaches the set 
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of the stationary solutions as t --+ oo. Then every bounded solution of (S) has the 
same property. 
Proof. Let x be a bounded solution of (S). Then the solution z of (SIX/I) is 
bounded and, by assumptions, x -- z ~L ~. From (SM) it follows that z satisfies 
(M) with 
¢ = P(h(x)  - -  h(z)). (5.1) 
I f  one proves that 
¢ e Co ¢~ L 2 (5.2) 
then the assumption on (M) implies that z approaches the set of the stationary 
solutions of (M), which is identical with the set of the stationary solutions of (S). 
Therefore, to finish the proof, it suffices to show that x -  z ~ 0 and that 
¢ satisfies (5.2). 
From (S), since fe  C O c~L 1, g eL  ~ and h(x)eL  °~, it easily follows that x is 
uniformly continuous; and from (SM) one sees that z is bounded and uniformly 
continuous. Thus x --  z is uniformly continuous; one concludes that x --  z --~ 0 
as t--* oo. The obtained conclusions also imply that ¢ E C O . Finally, since h 
is uniformly Lipschitzian, one finds (using (5.1)) that 4 ~L 2. Thus (5.2) is 
established and the proof is complete. 
5.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose that there exists K '  such that, if (x, z) is a bounded 
solution of (SM), then x -- z ~L  2 and 
Ix -- z Is <~ K ' ( l f j  @ a(h) -J- ( I f l  tx  j~)1/2). (5.3) 
Suppose also that (M) is mutable (Def. 3.1.A). Then (S) is mutable (Def. 4.1.A). 
Proof. Use the general assumptions on h to find that h(x) -- h(z) ~ L 2 and 
that there exists k 1 with the property 
]h(x) - -  h(z)12 ~< kl I x - -  z [~. (5.4) 
Since (NI) is mutable, it follows (from (5.1)) that 
I z I~ ~< R(I x - z I2 + ~(h)). (5.5) 
Now (S) can be rewritten as x = - -Pg * h(z) --  Pg • (h(x) -- h(z)) - -  f and 
hence I x 1oo ~< ] P I I g 11 ] h(z)l~ + I P I [ g ]2 I h(x) - -  h(z)lz + I f  l~. Use 
(5.3)-(5.5) and the general assumptions on h to find k 2 such that 
Ix I~ <~ kz(I f ] ÷ '~(h) + ( [ f l l x  1~)1/2). 
Complete the square to obtain the conclusion. 
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5.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose that the assumption (5.3) of Proposition 5.2 is 
satisfied for every h which satisfies the general assumptions of Section 3 and the 
conditions of Proposition 3.4. Then (S) is strictly mutable (Def. 4.1.B). 
Proof. One only has to prove that all the solutions of (S) are bounded. 
The arguments are essentially the same as in the proof of Propisition 3.4 (now 
the boundedness of the solutions of (S)--with h replaced by ho--follows from 
Remark 4.2). 
6. ~V~oNOTONIC SYSTEMS 
One considers the convolution system (S) assuming that h is strictly increasing 
(as explained in Section 3) and that g is decreasing, in the following sense: 
6.1. DEFINITION. _/~ function g--satisfying the assumptions in (iii) Section 4 
--is said to be regularly decreasing if every diagonal element of g is decreasing, 
right continuous and its absolutely continuous part does not vanish identically. 
The role of the regularly decreasing functions in the property of mutability 
will be shown in Section 7. Here one lists some of the properties which will be 
used in further proofs. 
6.2. LEMMA. Suppose that g is regularly decreasing. Let q be a diagonal 
element of g. Let Ix be the unique Borel measure (cf., e.g., W. Rudin [14, Theo- 
rem 8.14]) concentrated on (0, oo) and associated to q according to the formula 
q(t) ~- i~((t, oo)), for every t >~ O. Let ~ be the Fourier transform of q. Then the 
following statements are true: 
A. ~(0) =- 1 and 
B. 
1 (,(R+)- ~(co) -- i-~ 
There exists k o > 1 such that, for every real o 4 
# 0 (6.1) 
1 2 092) 2 }O(w) 1 + ico ~< k°c°z/(1 + (6.2) 
Re(£oq(w)) >~ how2/(1 -? w2) (6.3) 
I 4(w)l 2 ~> ko/(1 + 0,2). (6.4) 
C. Let u be a function inL ~ r3L% from R+ into R. Define the function r by 
--  f[ u(t --  r) d~(T), r(t) = u(t) ix(R+) o,~] t ~> 0. (6.5) 
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Define also the function v, from R+ into R, by v = q .  u. Then r is in L i n L°% 
v is in C o c3 L i, v is absolutely continuous on R+ and 
v' ~ r, a.e. in R+ . (6.6) 
/ x  
Moreover, denoting by v' (resp. by ~) the Fourier transforms of v' (resp. v) one has 
v'(w) = io~(oJ), for every real oJ. (6.7) 
D. In addition, if  ~ is a function in L 1, from R+ into R, and if one defines w 
by 
then 
~(~) = f. (¢(t) - ~(t + ~)) u(t) dr, 
+ 
/> 0 (6.8) 
j v'~ dt = w dlx. (6.9) 
0 + 
These results are relatively straightforward consequences of Fubini's theorem 
and other basic properties of the integral. It will suffice to mention briefly 
some details. 
From the assumptions it follows that q >/0 and that the function t ~-~ tq(t) 
is in L i. Then Fubini's theorem implies that fR+ t ~ dt~(t) < oo. This condition 
is used without further mention (together with the other assumptions of inte- 
grability for the functions involved) to justify various operations of reversing 
the order of integration or passing to limits under the integral sign. 
To obtain (6.1), consider ~(oo)= fo e-~q(t)  dt, replace q(t) by f(t,~)d/z 
and use Fubini's theorem. To prove (6.2), it suffices to show that 
sup,~sR I ieo~(w)I < c~ (which follows from (6.1)) and that 
sup I(~(w) -- 1/(1 + ioJ))/ico I < oo. (6.10) 
w>0 
Observe first that 
Ifo sup q(t) sin(~ot)/eo dt ~ tq(t) at < oo. (6.11) w>0 
Next, since q is decreasing and t F--~tq(t)EL l, one can find k such that 
q(t) ~ kit 2, for every t > 0. Denote q(t)(1 -- cos(cot))/co by E and observe that, 
for every oJ > 0, one has j0 E dt ~ [0, h~r] and f~/~ E dt E [0, 2k/~r]; therefore 
sup~>ofo E dt < oo. This and (6.11) imply (6.10). To prove (6.3), it sumees 
(by the continuity of 4) to show that (a) Re(ico~(oJ)) > 0 for every o~ =/= 0, 
(b) lim~_~o Re(ioJ~(oJ)) > 0, and (c) lim~_,0+ Re(i~(oJ)/o)) > 0. These properties 
follow from (6.1) (here one needs the assumption about he absolutely continuous 
part of q; ef. J. A. Nohel and D. F. Shea [3, Section 4]). 
As for (6.4), use (6.3), ~(0) ~ 1 and the continuity of ~. 
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Since ueL lnL  ~°, one sees, from (6.5) that r~L lnL% The integral 
for rio,t] u(t --  -c) dlx('r ) dt (7' >/0) can be brought o the form f~ rio,r-t] dlz(~') u( t ) dt 
or fo r (/z(R+) --  q(T -- t)) u(t) dr. This proves that v(T) = for r(t) dt for every 
T ~> 0 and therefore v is absolutely continuous and satisfies (6.6). To obtain 
the conclusion that v~ C o nL  t, notice that q~L t oL  ~ and use the general 
properties of the convolution v = q .  u. 
To prove (6.7), substitute v(t) = f~ v'(~) dr in ~(co) : limr_,~ f r  o e-i~Jv(t) dt, 
apply Fubini's theorem and use the fact that v ~ C o n L 1. (The case o) = 0 is 
examined irectly.) 
For (6.9), use (6.5)-(6.6) to write the left hand member of (6.9) as/1 - -  I~, 
where 11 -= fo  u(t) ~(t) dt tz(R+) andI~ = fo  ~0.t] u(t -- -r) dlz(r) ~(t) dt. Fubini's 
theorem can be applied to Ie ,  bringing it to the form re+ f~ u(t --  ~) ~(t) dt dlz(r), 
and hence 13 = .[a+ YR+ u(t) ~(t + r) dt dt@'). On the other hand, since/~(R+) 
JR+ d/z, one can obviously write I~ = fR+ fR+ u(t) f(t) dt dlx(r). This gives (6.9). 
7. MUTABLE SYSTEMS 
Now one can prove one of the main results of the paper: 
7.1. T~EOREM. Suppose that h satisfies the general assumptions of Section 3 
and that g is regularly decreasing (Definition 6.1). Then every bounded solution 
of (S) approaches the set of the stationary solutions as t tends to infinity. 
Proof. Introduce the comparison system (SM). By Proposition 5.1 and 
Proposition 3.2, it suffices to show that, if x is bounded, then the solution (x, z) 
of (SM) has the property that x --  z ~L 2. To write this condition in a more 
convenient form, let A and v be the solutions of the equations 
A + OPg • A +f  = 0 (7.1) 
v, + v + 0ca = 0, v(0) = 0 (7.2) 
where 0 = e/2. Observe that (since 1 --  nO I P I > O, since g satisfies (4.1) and 
s incef  ~ C o n L 1) A and v are in C o n L 1 (and hence also inL 2 andL°~). Moreover, 
there exists k 1 such that 
max(/A [1, [A I~o, [A Is) ~< kl I l l  (7.3) 
max([ v [1, I v [~, Iv [z) ~ k~ I f [  (7.4) 
Let now x be a bounded solution of (S) and let z be given by (SM). Let T 
be a positive number and define ur ,  XT and z r by 
I--h(x(t)) + Ox(t) if t ~ [0, T] 
UT(t) (7.5) 
if t> T 
Xr = Pg * Ur -- OPg * Xr (7.6) 
z'r -[- z r  = Put  -- OPxr, zr(O) = O. (7.7) 
5o5/3I/3-5 
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From (7.5)-(7.7) it follows that x r eL  ~ and zr eL  ~. Moreover, by uniqueness, 
XT(t) ----- X(t) - -  ;~(t) if t E [0, 21] (7.8) 
zr(t ) = z(t) - -  v(t) if t ~ [0, T]. (7.9) 
Notice also that (by (7.3), (7.4), (7.8) and (7.9)) there exists k S such that 
[ x - -  z f2 ~<lim [ X r - -  Zr l2 -~- k2 [ f  l (7.10) 
T~Qo 
Therefore it suffices to prove that 
sup ] xr -- zr  ]~ < oo. (7.11) 
r~>o 
The proof of (7.11) is in several steps: 
I. Introduce the Fourier transform ~and define vr and J by 
vr ----- g • ur (7.12) 
fo f; J( T)  = (V'r , xr) at ---- (1/2~r) (ioJ~T , kr) do~. (7.13) oO 
The last equality in (7.13) is obtained by using (6.7) for each term of the scalar 
product and by applying Parseval's identity. Notice that these operations (and 
the similar ones which follow) are legitimate, because the functions involved 
belong to L 1 and to L ~. Here and in the following one uses abbreviations of the 
form j'-~o (WJVT, ~r) &o instead of .[_~ (wJvr(to), Xr(to)) dw. From (7.6) one sees 
that ~Jzr = 0~:r -}- P- l~r  and hence 
J(T) 
Since p - t  is symmetric, the term containing p-1 vanishes. Using (6.3) for 
every component of g one finds k 3 such that 
£ J(T) >~ k~ (o~/(1 + o~)) I ~r 1 ~ d~o. 
oO 
From (7.6) one finds that 2T = P~(ar -- 0aT) and therefore, using (6.4) for 
every diagonal element of g, one finds k a such that 
f? J (T )  >~ k~ (oJ~/(1 + o)~)~) I aT -- 0~r [3 &o. (7.14) ~0 
On the other hand, from (7.6) and (7.7) it follows that x r -  zr = 
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P(~ --  !/(1 + ico))({¢ T - -  O~r). Therefore, using (6.2) componentwise, one finds 
k 5 such that 
,_f" I ~r -- ~r I s do~ ~< k 5 f (oJ~](1 + oJz)e) I ~ r -  Okr t ~ aw. (7.15) 
--oo 
Use (7.14), (7.15) and Parseval's identity to find k 6 such that 
[ Xr - -  Zr 1~ <~ k J (T ) .  (7.16) 
Now all one has to do to finish the proof is to show that supr>0 J (T )  < oo. 
II. Since x is bounded, one sees, from (7.5), that UT is bounded. Applying 
(6.5) and (6.6) componentwise, one concludes that v) is also bounded and that 
there exists k7 such that 
I v~ 1o~ ~< k, ]x [o~ (7.17) 
Now rewrite ] as 
f i T )  = ]~(T)+ J2(T) (7.18) 
t where J I (T)  = --~o (v'r, A) dt and J2(T) = f0 (Vr, xr + A) dr. Use (7.3), (7.17) 
and the expression of J I (T)  to find k s such that 
/ JI(T)I ~ ks I x l~ If l .  (7.19) 
To finish the proof, it suffices now to show that SUPT,> 0J2(T) < ~.  
III. Define xr, £i and/~i by 
2T = xr + A, £r = (2i) (7.20) 
/~(~) = h~(~) -- 0(. (7.21) 
Use (7.5), (6.8)-(6.9) (with the/z i defined as in Lemma 6.2, for the corresponding 
elements of g)to rewrite ]z as 
where 
n 
+ 
~(,-) = - (e~(t) - &( t  + ~-)) ~(~( t ) )  ,/t 
From (7.8) and (7.20) it follows that 
£i(t) = xi(t ) if t ~ [0, T]. 
(7.23) 
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Therefore (7.23) can be rewritten as 
T 
w~(~-) = - fo  (~dt) - x~(t + ~-)) ,~(~(t)) dr. (7.24) 
Since x is bounded and x T is given by (7.5)-(7.6)--and since A is also bounded 
and satisfies (7.3)--one can find K 1 such that 
l~  [~ ~ K~(I x 1~ + I f  I)- (7.25) 
Define now the functions V~, from R into R, by 
Vi(~) = fo e/~i(p) dp. (7.26) 
Since the/~i (7.21) are increasing and uniformly Lipschitzian, one easily obtains 
the inequality 
- (~i(t)  - ~i(t + ~)) ~t(~(t)) <~ v,(~,(t + ,)) - v,(~,(t)). 
Now (7.24) implies that 
So wiff) ~< vdedt + ,)) dt -- vdedt)) dr, 
and hence 
V~(2i(t)) dt -- V~(~,(t)) dr, .c ~ O. (7.27) 
"~T 
From (7.21), (7.26), 0 ~ e/2 and the general assumptions on h, it follows 
that Vi ~ O. Therefore (7.27) becomes 
T+r 
w,(r) • Vi(~Yi(t)) dt. (7.28) 
"iT 
Moreover, by (7.25), (7.26) and the properties of h, one can find K 2 such that 
] Vi(~(~-)) I ~ Ke(] x I~ + I f  I) L Therefore (7.28) gives 
w~(r) ~ 2K~(I x ]~ + [f/)L (7.29) 
Since the measures /zi are associated to g as explained in Lemma 6.2 and 
since g 6L 1, one easily sees, by Fubini's theorem, that fR+ t dlzi(t) < oo. With 
this information, one uses now (7.29) and (7.22) to find Ks such that J2(T) 
Kz(I x l~ -}- I f  I) 2. This shows that supT,> 0 J2(T) < oe and ends the proof. 
7.2. THEOREM. A. Under the same assumptions an in Theorem 7.1, suppose 
also that h satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 3.3. Then (S) is mutable. 
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B. Suppose, in addition, that h satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.4. 
Then (S) is strictly mutable. 
Proof. Let x be a bounded solution of (S) and let z be the corresponding 
solution of (SM). To prove the first part of the theorem it is enough to show 
that x --  z satisfies (5.3). 
Observe that since, by Theorem 7.1, x approaches the set of the stationary 
solutions of the system, one has 
lira Ix(t)[ ~ ~(h). (7.30) 
t-~co 
By (7.10), (7.16), (7.18) and (7.19), it suffices to find K 4 such that lim r_>~ ]~(T) ~< 
Ka(a(h) + I f  J) 2. From (7.22), (7.28) and the argument presented above fol- 
lowing (7.29), one sees that it suffices to find Ks with the property 
1-~ ~ |r+~ Vi(xi(t)) at ~ KsT(~(h ) -k If I) 2. 
T-~ VT 
(7.31) 
One can further see (from (7.20), (7.21), (7.3) and the general assumptions on h) 
that this will certainly take place if there exists K 6 such that 
1-~ sup t Xr(t)] ~< K6~(h ). (7.32) 
To obtain (7.32) notice that (by using (7.30), (7.5), (7.21) and the general 
assumptions on h) one can find K~ and Ks such that, if t />  KT, then, for 
every T ~> 0, 
l ur(t)t <~ Ks~r(h). (7.33) 
I f  T >/KT ,  one can write uniquely u r as u r -~ ur 1 @ ur 2, where Url(t) = 0 for 
t > K 7 and ur2(t) = 0 for t ~< K v . Then (7.33) can be written as 
rut ~ J~ <~ K8~r(h). (7.34) 
Now XT can be written as XT = XT 1 -~ XT 2 where, in agreement with (7.6), 
the xr~ satisfy the equations 
xrJ -~ Pg * urJ --  Pg * xr j, j --~ 1,2. 
Use (7.34) to find K 9 such that, for every T >/0, 
I Xr 2 [~ ~ Kgcr(h). (7.35) 
In order to prove (7.32) it suffices now to show that 
lim sup Jxrl(t)l = 0. (7.36) 
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But since UT 1 vanishes outside [0, K~], the functions g ,  uT 1 and xT 1 do not 
depend on T, as long as T > K 7 . Moreover, one can easily see that xr 1 6 C O . 
This gives (7.36) and concludes the proof of the first part of the theorem. 
The obtained conclusions, together with Proposition 5.3, prove also imme- 
diately the second part of the theorem. 
8. HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS 
Given a stationary solution of (S), one considers the corresponding linearized 
equation. It has the form 
(L) x + Pg*  Hx + f =O 
where H is a diagonal matrix whose all diagonal elements are strictly positive. 
It  is desirable to introduce conditions which make it impossible for the 
linearized system to have nonreal eigenvalues (the presence of complex eigen- 
values would tend to make the transitions from state to state more sluggish). 
The following definition is confined to a particular case, sufficient for the present 
purposes. 
8.1. DEFINITION. Let g be as in Section 4. For Re s > 0 consider the 
analytic function 
C(s) = fo  e-'tg(t) dt (8.1) 
(Laplace transform). Suppose that there exists an analytic function (denoted 
again by G) defined everywhere, xcept possibly on the real negative semi-axis 
s ~ 0, and equal to (8.1) for Re s > 0. Let s be a complex number, not on the 
semi-axis ~ 0. Under these assumptions, one says that s is an eigenvalue of 
(L) if 
det(I -}- eG(s) H) = 0. (8.2) 
This definition, when applicable, agrees with the standard ones, in the 
particular cases in which (L) corresponds to an ordinary differential equation 
or to a delay-differential equation (see, e.g., J. Hale [17]). 
8.2. DEFINITION. A strictly mutable system (S), for which the assumptions 
in Definition 8.1 are satisfied, is said to be hyperbolically mutable if, for every 
stationary solution y of (S), h is differentiable at y and the linearized system 
x + Pg * h'(y) x + f : 0 does not have any nonreal eigenvalues. 
For the needs of the next theorem, recall that a function X, from R+ into R, 
is said to be completely monotonic if (1) it is indefinitely differentiable on (0, oo), 
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(2) (--1)~X (k) >/0, for k = 0, 1,..., on (0, oe) and (3) X(0+) < oo. Recall also 
that every completely monotonic function on R+ can be represented in the 
(Laplace-Stieltjes) form 
fo x(t) = e -~ dq(~), (8.3) 
for some bounded and increasing (i.e., nondecreasing) function q, from R+ 
into R+ ("Bernstein's theorem"; see, for instance, D. V. Widder [6, p. 154]). 
The diagonal matrix g will be said to be completely monotonic if every 
diagonal element ofg is completely monotonic. 
8.3. THEOREM. In addition to the conditions of Theorem 7.2 part B, suppose 
also that h is differentiable and g is completely monotonic on JR+. Then (S) is 
hyperbolically mutable. 
Proof. Using Bernstein's representation (8.3) componentwise, one can write 
g(t) = fo  e-at dQ(a), 
where Q is diagonal and all its diagonal elements are bounded, increasing 
functions. (Implicitly, Q is assumed to satisfy other conditions, because of the 
general assumptions on g in (iii) Section 4.) For Re s > 0, the Laplace transform 
of g can be brought (by Fubini's theorem) to the form 
G(s) = (1/(s + ~)) dQ(@ (8.4) 
The same expression defines an analytic function for every complex s, except 
possibly the values of s on the negative semi-axis  ~ 0. (See, e.g., J. Dieudonn6 
[18, (13.8.6)(iii)].) 
Suppose that (S) is not hyperbolically mutable and let s and H be such that 
Ims :/= 0, det(I + PG(s) H) = 0, H is diagonal and all its diagonal elements 
are strictly positive. Find y @0 such that y + PG(s) Hy = 0. Then 
G(s) Hy ~ _p- ly .  Taking the scalar product with y gives 
(y, a(s) Hy) = --(y, p-ly). (8.5) 
Since p-1 is symmetric, the right hand member is real. However from (8.4) 
it follows that 
Im G(s) = --Im s (1/l s + ~ 12) dQ(~), 
and therefore the diagonal elements of Im G(s) H are different from zero and 
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of the same sign. Therefore the left hand member of (8.5) is not real--a contra- 
diction. 
Remark. A similar proof shows that, if g satisfies the conditions of Theo- 
rem 7.2 part B then all the eigenvalues of (L) in the right hand half plane 
Re s > 0 are real. However in this case (L) may have nonreal eigenvalues in 
the left hand half plane. 
9. AN EXTREMAL SYSTEM 
I f  the example (1.4)-(1.5) from the introduction is reconsidered under the 
assumptions of Theorem 8.3, it becomes a hyperbolically mutable system. 
One will prove that this system is even "extremal," in the sense that, if the 
conditions of monotonicity on h and g are relaxed (even in an "arbitrarily 
small"-sense) then the property of hyperbolic mutability is no longer satisfied. 
Suppose first that all the conditions of Theorem 8.3 are kept unchanged, 
except hat one relaxes the condition on h; namely one replaces the condition 
of strict monotonicity of h by the requirement that the function x ~ h(x) q- Sx 
be increasing, for some small 3 > 0. Then the conclusion of the theorem ceases 
to hold, as the following example shows: 
~'+~+~ =o 
Indeed, one easily sees that the characteristic equation of this system has nonreal 
roots. 
Now one keeps again all the conditions of Theorem 8.3 unchanged, except 
that one relaxes the conditions on g: Instead of the complete monotonicity of g, 
one requires the function t ~-~g(t )+ I3e -~ to be completely monotonic, for 
some small 3 > 0 and y > 0. Then again the conclusion of the theorem does 
not hold. 
To prove this, let 7 be a small, strictly positive number and define co and fl 
by co = 7/(1 - -  272)1/9 and 
= 1/(O/O + ~2) _ 273/(79 + o~2)). 
Choose 7 > 0 small enough, such that co is real and ]~ > O. Consider the system 
which is 
xl + x~ + G(~) = 0, xl + x3 + h~(~) = 0 
x;~ + ex2 + 2~h2(~) = O, x; + ex, + 272h1(~) = O, 
= X 1 -  X 2 ,  7} = X 3 -  X 4 ,  
of the form (1.4)-(1.5) wkh g l ( t )=g2( t )~ e-~-  2y2e-~L Take 
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h~(p) = h2(p) = tgp. Then it is easy to check that the obtained linear system 
has the following complex solution 
xl(t) = -x~(t)  =/~e~o~*/(1 + i~) 
x~(t) =- -x~(t )  = 2~r~e~*/(r + ion). 
The real part of this solution is a nonconstant, real periodic solution of the 
system and therefore the system is not even mutable. 
There are other examples which show that the mutable systems established 
in this paper are sometimes extremal. In  these cases one has reached natural 
boundaries of the problem. As a whole, however, the subject of mutability, 
far from being exhausted, gives rise to many intriguing research questions. 
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